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Dear Anny Bannanny
Dear Anny Bannanny,
Here are some things that get my goat! Dried up
old hags that have more miles on them than US 1
looking for a sugar daddy and sex for money or a free
place to live. Ugh! Shouldn't there be an age limit on
this? Violent criminals, arsonists and crack heads in
the same room as me. They need a Plantation Key
vacation! People that turn in the American Legion to
the county and then say they didn't when their
signature is on the documents. Barf! Seafood that
isn't fresh and smells like it. Political wannabes that
put down Key Largo saying "it is not part of the
Keys", with little or no experience and have the nerve
to challenge our respected
incumbents! And, I don't like
you either banana face!
Yours truly,
Goatless
Dear Goatless,
Everyone is
entitled to their opinion.
Especially when they care
enough and are intelligent
enough to write. Glad you took
the smart way to get things off your
chest. There is nothing worse than being bothered by
a dumb drunken jerk in public. Don't criticize
something you know nothing about! Anny Bannanny
has four years experience writing this advice column
and if you don't like it stick it up your onomatopoeic
bleatin' goat butt!
Sincerely,
Anny Bannanny

Sharkeys: 305.453.0999 • MM 100 Oceanside, next to Marina Del Mar
Turn East at Holiday Inn - 522 Caribbean Dr. • www.sharkeysgalley.com

Phlorida Keys Phobias
• Fear of stinky people - Autodysomophobia
• Fear of the ocean or sea - Thalassophobia
• Strangers or foreigners - Xenophobia
• Sun or sunlight - Heliophobia
• Sunshine or daylight - Phengophobia
• Hurricanes - Lilapsophobia
• Women - Gynophobia
• Long words - Hippopotomonstrosquipedaliophobia
• Alcohol - Potophobia
• Bridges - Gephyrophobia
• Fear of cold - Frigophobia
• Drinking - Dipsophobia
• Drugs - Pharmacophobia
• Trailer Fires - Arsonphobia
• Fear of hearing good news - Euphobia
• Fear of becoming homosexual - Homophobia
• Insanity - Maniaphobia
• Music - Melophobia
• Marriage - Gamophobia
• Sex - Genophobia
• Shellfish - Ostraconophobia
• Fear of slime - Myxophobia
• Time or clocks - Chronophobia
• Getting wrinkles -Rhytipobia
• Writing - Graphophobia
• Fear of crack heads - Pipeaphobia•
• Wrinkled old prostitutes - Hagaslutaphobia•
• Toothless people - Gumaphobia•
• Fear of newspapers - Coconuttelegraphaphobia•
• Fear of oil in the ocean - BParedicksaphobia•

* We made these ones up.

A Man Went to a Psychiatrist
for His Phobia.

"Doc," he said, "I've got trouble. Every time I get into bed,
I think there's somebody under it. I get under the bed, I think
there's somebody on top of it. Top, under, top, under. You gotta
help me, I'm going crazy!"
"Just put yourself in my hands for two years," said the
shrink, "Come to me three times a week, and I'll cure your
fears."
"How much do you charge?"
"A hundred dollars per visit."
"I'll sleep on it," said the man.
Six months later the doctor met the man on the street.
"Why didn't you ever come to see me again?" asked the
psychiatrist.
"For a hundred buck's a visit? A bartender cured me for ten
dollars."
"Is that so! How?"
"He told me to cut the legs off the bed!"

